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1. John took a different __________ toward the issue.
   (A) emotion      (B) attitude     (C) delicacy    (D) reproduction

2. Fine ________ make fine birds.
   (A) feathers     (B) loafs        (C) houses     (D) architectures

3. Jackson finally received ________ for all the work he has done.
   (A) ancestor     (B) performance   (C) academy    (D) recognition

4. All ________ in the store are 50% off today.
   (A) items        (B) analyses      (C) signatures (D) terms

5. Mary used a mirror to project an ________ on the wall.
   (A) image        (B) establishment (C) accusation (D) operator

6. ________ killed the cat.
   (A) Curiosity    (B) Accuracy      (C) Scholarship (D) Binder

7. Would you like a window seat or an ________ seat?
   (A) aisle        (B) aid           (C) earnest     (D) ailment

8. He’s got a lot of _______. No wonder he has so many girlfriends.
   (A) charm        (B) grace         (C) departure   (D) flavor

9. The couple ________ a deluxe suite for their vacation.
   (A) dined        (B) fueled        (C) reserved    (D) beware

10. Our research team ________ two months to this project.
    (A) grasped      (B) devoted       (C) informed   (D) overcome

11. This magazine will ________ to fashionable young people.
    (A) nest         (B) inquire       (C) export     (D) appeal

12. The students ________ the teacher to postpone the exam.
    (A) weakened     (B) convinced     (C) opposed    (D) forbade

13. If you want to ________ him, just call him Shorty.
    (A) suffer       (B) usage         (C) pity       (D) irritate

14. As I walked through the forest, a twig snapped __________ my feet.
    (A) alive        (B) nearby        (C) beneath    (D) onward

15. She feels a strong sense of insecurity ________ her husband is away.
    (A) whenever     (B) nowhere       (C) besides    (D) per

16. We have ________ all our food.
    (A) discuss      (B) exhausted     (C) remarked   (D) gave
17. It’s hard to _______ what my ideal job would be.
   (A) liquor  (B) resign  (C) define  (D) acquaint

18. This medicine can help _______ your sore muscles.
   (A) assure  (B) percent  (C) correspond  (D) relieve

19. To prevent injury, it’s best to _______ before exercising.
   (A) stretch  (B) quit  (C) proceed  (D) constitute

20. When I am bored, I _______ myself by painting.
   (A) cast  (B) amuse  (C) alarm  (D) note

21. The country cottage has been _______ for sale for years.
   (A) put on  (B) taken on  (C) tore up  (D) put up

22. Many women _______ holding beauty pageants.
   (A) are obliged to  (B) object to  (C) occur to  (D) mix up

23. Tell me the story _______.
   (A) at large  (B) at length  (C) on hand  (D) at glance

24. Cliff hasn’t bathed for a long time, so he _______ a strong odor.
   (A) gives in  (B) gets to  (C) gives up  (D) gives off

25. You must finish the report by Friday _______.
   (A) far and wide  (B) with fancy  (C) without fail  (D) with extent

26. Ruby is still considering _______ to attend the party or stay home and watch a video.
   (A) whether  (B) if  (C) how  (D) what

27. My mother taught me not to _______ the past but to look toward the future.
   (A) hang out with  (B) cling to  (C) fool around  (D) put off

28. _______ all his hard work for three whole years, Nick still failed the university entrance examination.
   (A) Despite  (B) Because of  (C) Facing  (D) Although

29. She changed her view of life after she _______ got killed in a car accident.
   (A) suddenly  (B) even  (C) hardly  (D) almost

30. Tim spent five days _______ for the right gift for his girlfriend.
   (A) to look  (B) looked  (C) look  (D) looking

31. I heard that Tom _______ to Harvard University because of his father’s donations.
   (A) admits  (B) had admitted  (C) admitted  (D) was admitted

32. _______ most people suffer in times of war, some industries benefit from the increased demand for arms and weapons.
   (A) In case  (B) While  (C) Since  (D) Whenever

33. Anne rarely laughed _______ her parents died in a car accident.
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34. If John _______ harder, he wouldn’t have failed the exam.
   (A) however   (B) though   (C) after   (D) unless

35. May was fired _______ the new office regulation about chatting on the Internet.
   (A) in accordance with   (B) by law   (C) by means of   (D) under the circumstance

36. She indulges her love of sweets by eating _______ dessert all day long.
   (A) everything except   (B) all but   (C) anything besides   (D) nothing but

37. One can maintain an ideal body weight _______ eating healthily and exercising often.
   (A) for   (B) by   (C) with   (D) except

38. People should eat only when hungry; _______, they will gain weight from constant eating.
   (A) therefore   (B) however   (C) otherwise   (D) moreover

39. _______, the man brings back home the bacon while the woman stays at home and acts as the caretaker.
   (A) Unusually   (B) Promptly   (C) Ironically   (D) Traditionally

40. I got a letter from the university _______ that I got a full scholarship to the doctor’s program.
   (A) to say   (B) said   (C) had said   (D) saying
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(I)

Without question, the most famous spy in the world is British special agent James Bond, code-named 007. Since 1963, Bond has entered our homes and lodged in our minds through the famous series of Bond movies shown worldwide. Recently, however, his movies have been under attack from women’s rights organizations. Critics are unhappy with the way women have been portrayed in the movies: always beautiful and naïve, never smart or capable. Actresses are always given brainless roles: women left to wait
helplessly for the hero to come and rescue them. Moreover, feminists disapprove of the romantic relationships between James and every beautiful woman he meets, claiming that he is setting a bad example for men throughout the world with his inability to commit to a long-term relationship.

Such criticism has forced Bond moviemakers to make changes. While watching the latest Bond movie, compare it with the earlier films and see how 007 has changed throughout the years. Even the world’s most famous spy needs to change with the times.

41. According to this passage, which of the following statements is true?
   (A) James Bond is under attack from actresses.
   (B) James Bond does not understand smart women.
   (C) James Bond is like every man in the world.
   (D) The first James Bond movie was released in 1963.

42. The phrase “without question” in line 1 can be substituted with which of the following words:
   (A) ironically  (B) undoubtedly  (C) unknowingly  (D) incredibly

43. Why are Bond movies being criticized?
   (A) Women are portrayed as unintelligent in Bond movies.
   (B) Only beautiful actresses appear in Bond movies.
   (C) James Bond is the only hero in Bond movies.
   (D) The actresses in Bond movies do not play their roles well.

44. What has happened to the character of James Bond throughout the years?
   (A) The character of James Bond has been changed to adapt to the times.
   (B) The character of James Bond has become smarter and more capable.
   (C) The character of James Bond has become increasingly romantic.
   (D) The character of James Bond has stayed the same since 1963.

45. What does the author suggest the reader do when watching the latest Bond movie?
   (A) Note how criticisms of Bond movies have changed over time.
   (B) Notice how the latest movie differs from earlier Bond movies.
   (C) Observe how Bond sets a bad example for men throughout the world.
   (D) Compare the world’s most famous spy with other heroes.

(II)

Alice Walker makes her living by writing, and her poems, short stories and novels have won many awards and fellowships for her. She was born in Eatonton, Georgia. She went to public schools there, and then to Spelman College in Atlanta before coming to
New York to attend Sarah Lawrence College, from which she graduated in 1966. For a time she lived in Jackson, Mississippi with her lawyer husband and small daughter. About *Langston Hughes, American Poet*, her first book for children, she says, “After my first meeting with Langston Hughes I vowed I would write a book about him for children someday. Why? Because I, at twenty-two, knew next to nothing of his work, and he didn’t scold me; he just gave me a stack of his books. And he was kind to me; I will always be grateful that in his absolute warmth and generosity he fulfilled my deepest dream (and need) of what a poet should be.

“To me he is not dead at all. Hardly a day goes by that I don’t think of him or speak of him. Once, just before he died, when he was sick with the flu, I took him a sack full of oranges. The joy I felt in giving that simple gift is undiminished by time. He said he liked oranges, too.”

46. What is the main topic of the passage?
   (A) Alice Walker’s reflections on Langston Hughes
   (B) The influence of Alice Walker on the writing of Langston Hughes
   (C) Langston Hughes’ book about Alice Walker
   (D) A comparison of the childhoods of Alice Walker and Langston Hughes

47. In the passage, Alice Walker is described as
   (A) A research fellow at Spelman College
   (B) A professor at Sarah Lawrence College
   (C) A prize-winning writer of prose and poetry
   (D) an author of plays for children

48. Before attending college, Alice Walker went to school in
   (A) Atlanta, Georgia
   (B) Eatonton, Georgia
   (C) Jackson, Mississippi
   (D) Lawrence, Massachusetts

49. The word “vowed” in line 7 is closest in meaning to which of the following?
   (A) promised     (B) confided     (C) believed     (D) denied

50. The word “dream” in line 10 is closest in meaning to
   (A) nightmare     (B) sleep      (C) expectation    (D) misconception
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